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It may seem improbable, but the venerable International Business Ma-
chine Corp. (IBM), the company that gave the world the personal 
computer and artifi cial intelligence, started out, at least in part, as a 

business and industrial clock manufacturer. These clocks were made by 
International Time Recording Co. (ITR) that represented several American 
time clock manufacturers in 1900. The clocks were very fi ne spring-driven 
manually wound employee time recorder clocks. By 1909, and two years 
before becoming part of IBM, ITR of New York entered the burgeoning 
world of electrically wound and electrically synchronized clocks. The com-
pany added to its inventory an electromechanical master clock and sec-
ondary clock systems (Figure 1). The ITR electric clock systems managed 
by a master clock (Figure 2) were in direct competition with electrome-
chanical clock industry leaders, Standard Electric Time Co. of Waterbury, 
CT (later of Springfi eld, MA) (Figure 3) and Self Winding Clock Co. of New 
York, which was an independent company but also was associated with 
Western Union Time Services (Figure 4). IBM system clocks ultimately set 
the standard for synchronized time systems.

CTR Is Formed and Later Becomes IBM
International Business Machine Corp. (IBM) was originally called Com-

puting-Tabulating-Recording Co. (CTR) and was created as a holding com-

Clocks before 
ComputersIBM

Author’s note: This material was fi rst presented at the 2014 Greater Los Angeles Regional held in Pasadena, CA.

by J. Alan Bloore (CA)

Figure 1, left. 
Earliest International 
Time Recording Co. 
advertising Electric Clock 
Systems, ca. 1909.

Figure 2. International 
Time Recording Co. 

master clock, ca. 1915.
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pany by merging separate, leading-edge technology com-
panies in 1911 (Figure 5). 

The merger was directed by fi nancier Charles R. Flint 
(1850-1934). Flint was known as the “Father of Trusts.” 
In 1892 he merged several companies to form US Rubber, 
and in 1899 he merged several chewing gum companies 
to form American Chicle Co. Flint’s most notable merger 
was the formation of CTR. After the merger of the four 
technology companies, he remained with the company 
as a member of the board of directors and stayed on the 
IBM board until he retired in 1930.

International Time Recording Co. (ITR) of Endicott, 
NY, was the clock manufacturing, sales, and service divi-
sion of what was to become IBM. It was the recording part 
of CTR. The other formative companies were Comput-
ing Scale Co. of America, Tabulating Machine Co., and 

Bundy Manufacturing Co. 
The computing part of CTR was Computing Scale Co. 

of America in Dayton, OH. The company was started by 
Dayton, OH, businessmen Edward Canby and Orange 
O. Ozias in 1891. They purchased patents for the newly 
invented computing scale and eventually added several 
other scale companies to their commercial scale business. 

In today’s vernacular the word “computing” would not 
be accurate. The scales had totals preprinted on the pro-
prietor’s side of the scale, and although the scales did not 
do any actual calculating of costs, total charges were im-
mediately fi gured. The costs were simply based on weight 
and costs per measured units. Nonetheless, early on this 
company was successful and remained part of IBM until 
it was sold to Hobart Manufacturing Co. in 1934.

The tabulating part of CTR was Tabulating Machine 

Figure 3, left. Standard Electric Time Co. master clock, ca. 1915.
Figure 4. Self Winding Clock Co. master clock, ca. 1915. 
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Co. of Washington, DC. It was formed by 
tabulating machine inventor Herman Hol-
lerith (1860-1929) and is the reason IBM 
exists today. Hollerith is considered the 
father of modern machine data process-
ing. He specialized in the development of 
punched-card, data-processing equipment. 

Hollerith’s series of patents on tabulat-
ing machine technology, fi rst applied for 
in 1884, drew on his work at the US Census 
Bureau from 1879 to 1882. The US govern-
ment used his tabulating machines for the 
1900 Census calculations. After complet-
ing the project in far shorter time than be-
lieved possible, industry took notice of the 
potential of his automatic punching, tabu-
lating, and sorting machines. After selling 
Tabulating Machine Co. to CTR, Hollerith 
became a member of the board of directors 
and served as a consulting engineer at CTR 
until he retired ten years later.

In addition to the three merging com-
panies representing the letters in the ab-
breviation of CTR, adding machine manu-
facturer Bundy Manufacturing Co. of En-
dicott, NY, was included. ITR had obtained 
the Bundy time recorder business in 1900, 
but by 1905 Harlow E. Bundy (1845-1916), 
who was a prolifi c inventor, was now man-
ufacturing adding machines. Bundy joined 
CTR and eventually became vice president 
of the company.

What this all means is that IBM, which 
formally changed its name from CTR to 
IBM in 1924, started out as a clock, scale, 
tabulator, and adding machine manufac-
turer.  

International Time Recording Co.
ITR was incorporated in 1900 to mar-

ket time recorders manufactured by three 
separate companies. Bundy Manufacturing Co. made key 
recorders, Willard & Frick Co. made card recorders, and 
Standard Time Stamp Co. made time stamps and card 
recorders. ITR was formed by George W. Fairchild (1854-
1924). He joined the Bundy Manufacturing Co. as an in-
vestor and director in 1896. By 1900 Fairchild had imple-
mented a series of mergers and acquisitions of time clock-
related businesses to form ITR and served as its president.

Fairchild was a farm worker, master printer, newspaper 
publisher, businessman, investor, and six-term Republi-
can congressman representing the 34th District of New 
York from 1907 to 1919. When ITR became part of CTR in 
1911, Fairchild became CTR’s chair and remained in that 
position until his death in 1924.

In 1914 CTR founder Charles R. Flint recruited Thomas 

J. Watson Sr. (1874-1956), formerly of National Cash Reg-
ister Co., to help lead the company. Within 11 months of 
joining CTR, Watson became its president. He served as 
president until Fairchild’s death in 1924, at which time 
he was promoted to chief executive offi cer and remained 
in that position until his death in 1956. One of the fi rst 
things Watson did as chief executive offi cer was to change 
the parent company name to International Business Ma-
chine Corp., a name that had been used since 1917 in 
Canadian and later South American subsidiaries. The 
new name befi t his goal of creating a truly international 
company. Watson was, in large part, responsible for IBM 
developing into a highly respected progressive and inno-
vative worldwide corporation. He apparently was a super 
salesman and motivator and was instrumental in estab-

Figure 5. Computing-Tabulating-Recording Co. magazine advertisement. 
International Time Recording Division gets top billing above the Computing 
and Tabulating divisions. 
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lishing a very strong research and development program 
within the company. He implemented generous sales in-
centives, and IBM was among the fi rst companies to put 
employees on salary rather than hourly pay, to offer paid 
vacations, and to provide health and life insurance. His 
focus was on quality products and unrivaled customer 
service. His favorite slogan “THINK” became a mantra for 
CTR and then IBM employees.

An in-depth history of the formation of ITR and of 
the time clocks it manufactured was written by Joseph 
Gensheimer and published in the NAWCC Bulletin in 
fi ve separate issues. The comprehensive Gensheimer ar-
ticles were primarily about time clocks and did not in-
clude defi nitive information about electric self-winding 
master clocks and secondary clocks. As early as 1905 ITR 
recorders could be linked together electrically. This was 
a rudimentary fi rst step in the goal of creating an elec-
trically powered synchronized time system. This article 
is about IBM developing the reliable self-winding master 
clock and secondary clocks that made it possible to create 
a truly synchronized and ultimately automatically cor-
rected time system.

ITR, just prior to the formation of IBM, entered the 
world of electromechanical timekeeping. Each of the 
companies that were merged in 1911 to form CTR op-
erated as independent entities. At the time of formation 
and until the early 1930s the Time Equipment Division, 
as ITR was referred to, contributed the most to overall 
company revenue. Adding electromechanical clocks to 
the division greatly enhanced the number of clock-relat-
ed items that the sales force could promote.

In 1920 ITR published a catalog detailing the compo-
nents and extolling the virtues of “Electric Time Systems” 
(Figure 6). The catalog states: “Electric Time Systems are 
now recognized as an essential part of the equipment 
of all modern buildings, such as schools, hotels, banks, 
public buildings, factories, railroad terminals, court 
houses, etc.” In addition to being excellent timekeepers 
and equipped with, at least for the time, leading-edge 
technology, the electromechanical clocks of ITR can be 
elegant display pieces. Shown from left in Figure 7 are 
two metal case secondary clocks; 72-, 120-, and 60-beat 
minute impulse master clocks; and a 60-beat motor wind 
master clock. One of the nicest features of these clocks is 
you can always run them but never have to wind them.

Master Clock—Director
All synchronized time systems need just one director. 

The director is the master clock. Secondary clocks, also 
referred to as slave clocks, are the most commonly used 
auxiliaries and can be used in almost unlimited num-
bers. Master clocks also can simultaneously control em-
ployee time recorders, time stamps, cost recorders, and 
clock mechanisms that ring bells. All these other aux-
iliaries have a clock mechanism that serves as the time 
source. Each auxiliary is connected to the master clock 
via a pair of wires and receives an electrical impulse from 
the master clock each minute to advance the secondary 
unit one minute. Often extensive systems will use relays 
to minimize wear on the contacts and more effi ciently 
manage the electrical energy (Figure 8). 

Figure 6, left. Advertising brochure for International Time Recording 
Electric Time Systems. This was the future of ITR.

Figure 7. From left, two International Time Recording Co. metal case 
secondary clocks; 72-, 120-, and 60-beat minute impulse master clocks, 
and a 60-beat motor wind master clock. 
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Master Clock Movements
Electromechanical master clock movements are sin-

gle-train movements with the winding accomplished by 
electric power rather than manual winding. Convention-
al clock movements are powered by springs or weights 
that are manually rewound periodically and held in an 
energized position by the retaining click. The power to 
drive a conventional movement is dissipated over days or 
weeks or even months. Minute impulse electromechani-
cal master clock movements are powered by a spring, and 
the energy is maintained by the retaining click or pawl. 
However, on the master clock a small mainspring placed 
directly on the center shaft is used. In the absence of au-
tomatic rewinding, the power to drive the movement will 
be totally dissipated, depending on the manufacturer, in 
a little less than one hour to as many as 12 hours. The 
master clock movement uses a small mainspring that de-
livers a light force and uses a constant driving force by vir-
tue of the mainspring being fully wound at all times. This 
should result in an accurate timepiece. These clocks are in 
fact very accurate and as a result of light constant driving 
forces show minimal wear.

The self-winding minute impulse movements are kept 
fully wound by rewinding the mainspring each minute 
after it has run one minute. The winding coils on the 
movement are energized each minute by the automatic 
closure of an electrical switch, usually referred to as a 

contact, generating a magnetic fi eld that attracts an ar-
mature to the coils. An arm attached to the armature lifts 
a pawl that moves the winding ratchet wheel one tooth. 
That one tooth rewinding action replaces the one min-
ute of running time and the mainspring is again fully 
wound. The click or retaining pawl maintains each ad-
vancement of the winding ratchet wheel. The accuracy of 
the movement can be precisely regulated by adjusting the 
length of the pendulum. The movements have Graham 
deadbeat escapements, and many have a micrometer beat 
adjuster. Most master clock movements operate on 24 
volts DC (system voltages are DC and can be from 6 to 
120 volts, most commonly 24 volts). Master clocks were 
made with 60-, 72-, 80-, or 120-beat movements.

ITR Master Clock Movement
The earliest ITR master clock and secondary clock 

movements appear to be examples of good research and 
further development. ITR research seemingly involved 
establishing the competitor that had the best-selling and 
functioning equipment and then using that as a basis for 
developing its product line.

When examining the earliest ITR master clock move-
ments (Figure 9), I was always intrigued by the similarity 
to the movement and electrical components of master 
clock movements made by Standard Electric Time Co. 
(SET). They are clearly based on SET movements with 

Figure 8. Wiring diagram for a typical master clock-regulated synchronized time.
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notable enhancements to the master clock move-
ment. The ITR version was laid out the same but 
had heavier and more elegantly designed plates, 
much more robust components, and was more 
fi nely fi nished (Figures 10-11). The ITR and SET 
secondary clock movements were essentially the 
same. An explanation of the similarity came in 
a letter of historical recollections from a former 
50-year SET employee who recalled that the head 
of the SET Boston offi ce in 1909 was enticed to 
move to Endicott, NY, with all his knowledge of 
SET electromechanical devices and to work for ITR 
(Figure 12).  

ITR Improves the Master Clock Movement
If the electrical coils fail to be energized, the 

winding operation does not occur. One of the vul-
nerabilities of early ITR electromechanical master 
clocks (Figure 13A) is the contact points that make 
and break every minute to rewind the self-wind-
ing master clock mainspring and additional con-
tact or contacts that make and break to advance 
the connected auxiliaries (Figures 13B-13D). If the 
contacts do not operate reliably, the clocks in the 
system will not be accurate and could stop operat-
ing. The SET designed contacts are on the verge 
and escape wheel. This also was the original ITR 
design, but within a few years this contact mecha-
nism was redesigned. ITR moved the minute con-
tact mechanism on master clock movements away 

Figure 9. A 1910 cut of the original International 
Time Recording Co. master clock movement.

Figure 10. Ca. 1910 International Time Recording Co. master clock 
movement (left) and ca. 1910 Standard Electric Time Co. master 
clock movement. The ITR plate design is refi ned but the layout is 
exactly the same as SET.

Figure 11. Early International Time Recording Co. electrical 
components and self-winding mechanism are patterned after the 
Standard Electric Time Co. master movement. The ITR plates are 
heavier, the wheels are thicker, and the movement is more fi nely 
fi nished.
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from the verge and escape wheel to an additional arbor 
and wheel within the clock plates (Figures 14A-14B). In 
addition to being more reliable, this eliminated any force 
directly on the time train. An extension of the additional 
arbor protrudes through the front plate and is fi tted with 
a cam. Two slightly different length arms rest on the cam, 
and when the shortest arm drops off the cam lobe, it closes 
the contact (Figure 14C). The contact closes each minute. 
Unlike the SET contact, the ITR contact is insulated from 
and mounted to the movement. This contact is much 
more positive, and the electrical current is not conducted 
through the movement. The single ITR minute contact 
simultaneously winds the mainspring and advances any 
auxiliaries. 

ITR also improved the mainspring on the master clock 
movement. SET and early ITR masters were powered by 
a tiny helical coil spring wound around the center shaft. 
The spring could only run the clock for about 52 minutes 
when fully wound if the power was cut off. Within a few 
years ITR changed to a more conventional steel main-
spring on the center shaft. This spring will run the mas-
ter clock for about 12 hours if the power is lost. 

The action of the winding pawl advancing the ratchet 
wheel at each impulse was also improved. Previously, the 
pawl pushed the ratchet wheel forward one tooth. After 
a modifi cation, shown in the 1938 service instruction 
manual, the position of the pivot of the winding armature 
is lowered, so that during the winding action the pawl 
is carried back one tooth and a return spring pulls the 

ratchet wheel forward, winding the mainspring. A further 
modifi cation to the winding operation consisted of in-
creasing the length of the arm holding the return spring. 

Secondary Clock Movements—More Reliability
Any facility that requires several timepieces is a can-

didate for a synchronized time system. Schools are one 
of the most likely places to have a multiple clock system. 
Many of us have fond recollections of staring at a class-
room clock waiting for the minute hand to jump forward 
to signal the end of the class. The bells would ring and 
we would move on. If you can remember this, then your 
school was equipped with a master clock that was respon-
sible for the well-choreographed moving of the clock 
hands forward and timing the ringing of the bells. Some 
schools were equipped with a master clock and second-
ary clocks as early as the 1890s, and by 1910, when ITR 
began to offer its time systems to schools and factories, 
electric synchronized time systems were becoming the 
state of the art and even a must-have system. All second-
ary clocks are connected to the master clock via a pair 
of wires. Retrofi tting established buildings that did not 
have wiring installed would be diffi cult, but almost all 
new construction included provisions for a clock system. 
A secondary clock could be installed anywhere that wires 
could be provided and, best of all, no winding would ever 
be needed. Originally, most secondary clocks were made 
with elegant wood cases and came in several styles. The 
wood cases became less ornate through the years, and 

Figure 12. Image detailing the winding operation of the International Time Recording Co. minute 
impulse master clock movement.
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Figure 13A. International Time 
Recording Co. Model C, ca. 1915, 
60- beat minute impulse master 
clock with pilot clock, miliamp 
gauge and time stamp relay. 

Figure 13B. International Time 
Recording Co. minute impulse 
movement with wires to wind the 
movement and operate connected 
auxiliaries. Each operation 
(component) is controlled through a 
contact.

Figure 13C. Wire connections for three oscillating 
contacts. One set of contacts is shown touching 
(closed). The contact is for ± one second. 

Figure 13D, right. 
One of three separate 

rotating circuit closers on 
the escape wheel arbor. 

The three closers make 
contact with three separate 

oscillating contact closers 
on the verge. 

eventually the clocks were made with metal cases. An im-
age from a 1920s catalog shows the most common wood 
case secondary clock (Figure 15).

The secondary clock is not a fully functioning clock 
but simply a set of motion works with a dial and clock 
hands that are propelled by a ratchet wheel. Each electri-
cal impulse from the master clock to the secondary clock 
coils moves the ratchet wheel and advances the hands. A 
study of ITR secondary clocks reveals three different dials 
and four different movements. Each of the four pictured 
ITR secondary clocks has a dial that reads “INTERNA-
TIONAL TIME RECORDING COMPANY OF NEW YORK 
ENDICOTT, N.Y.” (Figure 16A). The two earliest have ITR 
logos above the hand shaft and initially the dials were 
made of paper. 

In addition to different dial designs, ITR secondary 
clocks will be found with four different movements. Each 
of the pictured secondary clocks has a different move-
ment. The earliest ITR secondary movements are essen-

tially copies of a SET secondary clock movement (Figure 
16B). This is ITR’s earliest secondary movement (Figure 
16C). SET had used its design since 1887, and although 
reliable, ITR looked for more reliability. 

In 1918 ITR purchased Monarch Telephone Co. for its 
electric clock system and began using its secondary clock 
movement in ITR secondary clocks (Figure 16D). This was 
at best a lateral move rather than a clear improvement. By 
the early 1920s ITR had perfected its own polarizing and 
minute impulse (Figures 16E-16F) secondary clock move-
ments. These were signifi cant improvements over other 
secondary clock movements in the industry.

Electricity and Reliability
By the early 1920s the master clock movement with 

the ITR designed minute contacts and the ITR second-
ary clock movements were reliable, yet one weak link re-
mained in the synchronized time system. It was beyond 
the control of IBM; it was the power supply. Periodically, 
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temporary interruptions in the power supply re-
sulted in the secondary clocks falling behind. Be-
cause the master clock is spring driven, it would 
continue to keep time for many hours without 
power, but the secondary clocks would not ad-
vance without the electrical impulse each minute. 
Any irregularities in the time provided by second-
ary clocks would have to be corrected manually. 
The ultimate synchronized system could correct 
itself automatically.

Automatic Correction—Industry First 
The time service company that could devise an 

automatic correction system to compensate for 
these power irregularities would have a tremen-
dous sales advantage. It could advertise a revolu-
tionary system in which clocks out of sync with 
the master clock would be corrected automatically 
by the master clock. With its emphasis on research 
and development, IBM had developed the fi rst such 
system by 1924. It was termed the “self-regulating 
system.” Figure 17 is the patent drawing for the sec-
ond generation of the IBM self-regulating system 
and the design that subsequently is seen on all of 
its master clocks. At fi rst the self-regulating system 
was mounted on a Bakelite frame but later on brass.

To operate the self-regulating system, the master 
clock was fi tted with a series of additional switches 
and contacts that were controlled by arms riding 
on a specially machined two-faced cam on the 
minute hand shaft. Time was synchronized on the 
59th minute of every hour. At 59 minutes and ten 
seconds the master clock advance switch closed. 
This activated a two-second contact that generated 
an additional 20+/- one-minute impulses (Figure 

Figure 14A, left. International Time 
Recording Co. Model B, ca. 1922, 
72-beat minute impulse master 
clock. 

Figure 14B, left. International Time Recording Co. minute impulse movement with redesigned 
contact closer on insulated block. The contacts are outside the movement plates.  
Figure 14C. ITR contact closes each minute as shortest arm (behind front arm) drops off cam 
lobe. Contact closes for two seconds to wind the mainspring and advance any secondary 
clocks.

Figure 15. Catalog image from the 1920s showing wood case 
secondary clocks. Most secondary clocks of that era were in wood 
cases. Later, most secondary clocks came in metal cases.
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Figure 16A. International 
Time Recording Co. secondary 
clocks are found with four 
different movements. The dials 
are printed with the ITR name. 
The two earliest types also 
have ITR logos. 

Figure 16D. Monarch Telephone Co. 
secondary clock movement. International 
Time Recording Co. purchased the 
company in 1918 and used the Monarch 
secondary movement in ITR secondary 
clocks. 

Figure 16B. Standard Electric Time Co. 
secondary clock movement patented in 
1887. International Time Recording Co. 
used this design for its fi rst secondary 
clock movement.

Figure 16E. International Time 
Recording Co. designed a polarizing 
secondary clock movement that 
featured a silent movement, but its 
use required a modifi cation to the 
ITR master clock movement.

Figure 16C. The earliest International Time 
Recording Co. secondary clock movement was 
essentially a copy of the Standard Electric Time 
Co. secondary movement.

Figure 16F. International Time 
Recording Co. designed a  reliable 
ratchet and pawl secondary 
movement.
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18). Any secondary clock that was behind would 
advance one minute per impulse. Once the second-
ary clock reached the 59th minute the impulse line 
in the secondary clock was automatically switched 
from line A to line B. Conversely, if for some reason 
a secondary clock was ahead, at the 59th minute 
the secondary clock would switch from line A to 
line B and wait for the time to be correct. Every 
hour the master clock generates the extra impulses 
just past the 59th minute but the switch on the sec-
ondary movement determines if the impulses are 
accepted. On the hour the secondary movement 
accepts the minute impulse on the B line and does 
so for 5 minutes. At 4 minutes past the hour the 
secondary switch moves the impulse back to line 
A. This timing necessitated a third wire to the sec-
ondary movement and the 3 wire secondary move-
ment has a leaf switch that moves the impulse from 
line A to line B and then back (Figure 29C). The 
secondary clock wires are a common wire (C) and 
two impulse wires (A and B). This switching system 
is remarkably reliable and accurate. Most new in-
stallations were equipped with this revolutionary 
system, and some existing systems were retrofi tted. 
It was many years before competing time system 
companies developed automatic correction sys-
tems, and none are even close to as effective. The 
customer now could count on all clocks to reliably 
display exactly the same time even if there were 
periodic electrical interruptions.

Master Clocks
Clock systems were custom designed for cus-

tomers to fi t their unique requirements and then 
each master clock was custom made (Figure 19). 
Each synchronized system needed a master clock 
and then any number of desired auxiliaries (i.e., 
secondary clocks, time stamps, bell programs, re-
corders, the necessary relays, and any charging 
equipment). Most of the system auxiliaries were 
off-the-shelf items.

 A catalog illustration of the four major types of 
master clocks that were available in the 1920s is 
shown in Figure 20. 

IBM master clocks were available with 120-, 
80-, 72-, and 60-beat self-winding movements 
and also in a 60-beat motor-wind weight-driven 
movement. Customers made their selections from 
catalogs. Over the years the model names changed 
and case styles were updated. Originally, master 
clocks were referred to as Type A, B, C, and D. Usu-
ally, they were cased in elegant wood cases. Later, 
the master clocks were cataloged as No. 10, No. 12, 
No. 13, and No. 14. These are all minute wound 
and in fi nely crafted wood cases. The same master 
clocks were later cataloged as Series 220, 230, 240, 
and 250. By the late 1930s the master clocks were 

Figure 18. Diagram of master clock switches and contacts for sending 
out the minute impulses and for the additional 20+/- impulses at the 
end of each hour. Secondary clock movements have the A B switch. 
Secondary clocks accept impulses on line A thru the 59th minute and 
then automatically switch to line B. Secondaries switch back to line A at 
4 minutes after the hour. The master clocks generates the impulses and 
the secondary clock switch decides how many impulses to accept.

Figure 17. Patent 
drawing of the second-
generation three-wire 
self-regulating system. 
In 1924 International 
Time Recording Co. 
developed the fi rst fully 
automatic correction 
system.
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offered in more contemporary art deco wood cases and 
were cataloged as Type 25 and Type 35. Finally, a master 
clock was made in what would today be termed a midcen-
tury case and is cataloged as a Type 35 and the same case 
with a radio signal correction mechanism is cataloged as 
Type 37. The weight-driven motor-wound masters were 
cataloged as either Type D, Models 15 and 16 and Series 
260 and 270 and Type 35. Master clocks containing pro-

gram machines were cataloged as Model 13, Model 15, 
and Model 17. There are several slight variations in the 
master clock model numbering. These model numbers 
are helpful in establishing the vintage and authenticity 
of clocks because ITR and then IBM were careful to at-
tach a guarantee sticker with a unique serial number on 
every time service product. Each master clock case had a 
brass identifi cation plate with model and serial numbers 
imprinted. Most often the attached documentation with 
serial numbers has remained with the item.

Steel-cased, 72-beat industrial master clocks with a 
transformer and rectifi er appear periodically. The clock 
movement has the usual IBM contacts; however, it does 
not have hands or a conventional clock dial, but rather a 
round 3½-inch minute wheel. This clock is Model 18-9. 
These may have been made during World War II. 

While US-made master clock movement front plates 
were not stamped with serial numbers, they did have the 
company name imprinted. The earliest movements have 
an ITR logo below the seconds arbor and the statement 
“INTERNATIONAL TIME RECORDING CO. OF NEW 
YORK ENDICOTT N.Y.” below the center shaft. Later, 
only the company name and city were stamped on the 
front plate and below the center shaft. Finally, the front 
plates were simply stamped “INTERNATIONAL MADE 
IN USA” (see lower insert Figure 21A). Movements made 
in England for the European market were stamped with 
serial numbers and “INTERNATIONAL MADE IN ENG-
LAND” (Figure 21B). With more data it may be possible 
to use the serial number information to approximate the 
manufacturing date of the English movements.

In 1917 IBM opened its fi rst offi ce in Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada, and formed under the name of International 
Business Machines Corp. of Canada. That apparently 
was the fi rst use of the name International Business Ma-
chines Corp. that would be adopted company-wide in 

Figure 19. Post-World War I photo of a master clock being assembled at the 
International Time Recording Co. factory in Endicott, NY. Each master clock was 
made to order.

Figure 20. Ca. 1920s catalog image of International Time 
Recording Co. master clocks. The movements are minute 
impulse self-winding and available in 60-, 72-, and 120-beat 
confi gurations. A weight-driven self-winding master clock 
movement was available at additional cost.
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1924. Clocks were assembled in Toronto from parts made 
in the United States and shipped to the Toronto facility. 
The master clock plates were stamped “Made in the US,” 
but the clock dials read “International Business Machines 
Co., Limited Toronto, Canada,” or simply “International” 
or “IBM.” Early secondary clock dials read “International 
Business Machines, Toronto.” Later dials presumably sim-
ply read “International” and “IBM.”

Canadian master clocks had serial numbered metal 
identifi cation tags affi xed to the cases, and early second-
ary clocks had paper information and guarantee labels in 
the cases. Later secondary clocks had a different type of 
metallic stick on identifi cation tag. Serial number infor-
mation for Canadian clocks does not coincide with the 
published US dating data, and presently I am not aware 
of any key to dating Canadian serial numbers. IBM Can-
ada continued making master, secondary, and recorder 
clocks until 1964 and continued servicing its accounts 
until 1969.

ITR-International-IBM Master Clock Power
The earliest master clocks relied on batteries for power. 

Most systems operated on 24 volts DC, and the current was 
supplied via wires from storage batteries in a utility room. 
Case styles changed over the years, refl ecting different 
aesthetic values. While the cases changed, the basic con-
struction and appearance of the master clock movement 
remained the same throughout the 50 years of production. 
The self-regulating features added to the movement made 
the clock mechanism look much more complicated. The 
time portion of the mechanism remained simple, and the 

master clock could be operated without using any of the 
self-regulating features. 

A 1927 IBM grandfather-style master clock (Figure 22A) 
is equipped with the fi rst-generation self-regulating system 
(Figure 22B). The weight-driven movement is automatical-
ly rewound about every two days by a 110 volt AC motor. 
If power is lost, the clock will run for approximately eight 
days. A separate power supply is required for the secondary 
clocks and is in a remote location. 

Large clock systems, such as the one in Figure 23A, 
reportedly from the University of Alberta in Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada, consisted of a master clock and separate 
program cabinet. The program cabinet contained a metal 
disk bell program device, crescent-shaped duration tim-
ers, necessary relays, and switches to ring the bells and 
advance the secondary clocks. This master clock is weight 
driven, self-winding, and self-regulating. An accumulator 
is attached to the bottom of the movement (Figure 23B). 
If there is a power interruption, the accumulator, as the 
name suggests, is designed to count the number of missed 
or accumulated electrical impulses for up to 12 hours and 
correct the auxiliaries once the power has been restored. 
The AC current to wind the master clock and the DC cur-
rent for the systems are supplied from sources outside the 
cases. 

Even as alternating current became more available and 
reliable, these synchronized systems were still operated 
on direct current. However, with AC power readily avail-
able, it was much more practical to install the transformer 
and rectifi er in the clock case. The transformer changed 
110 volts AC to 24 volts AC and the rectifi er changed the 

Figure 21A, left. The earliest International Time Recording Co. master movements were imprinted in two places. Later 
movements had only “INTERNATIONAL TIME RECORDER ENDICOTT” and fi nally “INTERNATIONAL MADE IN USA” and no 
serial numbers.
Figure 21B. International master movement made in England. Serial number on front plate “E18084” and “MADE IN ENGLAND.” 
Movement was the same as US-made, except it is wound with a single large coil. 
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AC current to the required 24 volts 
DC current (Figure 24A). 

A self-regulating master clock 
from 1932 shown in Figure 24A 
has the second version of the self-
regulating system. The additional 
coil on the top of the movement on 
the right side is a synchronizer at-
tachment to synchronize this mas-
ter clock (termed a sub-master) to a 
highly accurate controlling master 
clock (termed the grand master) by 
regulating the swing of the pendu-
lum. This is accomplished by an 
armature lever momentarily stop-
ping the escape wheel when the 
coil is energized (Figure 24B). These 
sub-master clocks are regulated to 
run slightly fast and then retarded 
each hour. When schools and fac-
tories required relatively small sys-
tems, all the required components 
could be installed in the clock case. 
The 72-beat 1939 self-regulating 
master clock contains the power 
supply and a programmable drum 
for ringing bells along with relays 
and necessary switches for advanc-

Figure 23A. International Time Recording Co. 
master clock with separate program cabinet 
(left). International weight-driven master 
movement with impulse accumulator.

Figure 22B. The movement is weight driven, 
and the weights are automatically wound 
up every two days by a 110 volt AC motor. 
The secondary clock impulse contact and 
the early version self-regulating contacts are 
attached to the IBM movement.  

Figure 23B. International weight-
driven master movement with impulse 
accumulator.

Figure 22A. International self-
winding weight-driven clock in 
a grandfather clock-type case. 
This is a master clock “Colonial” 
Model 272. 
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ing secondary clocks (Figures 25A-
25B). The self-regulating components 
are now mounted on a metal rather 
than Bakelite frame.

A synchronous motor-winding 
method was introduced in 1954. The 
mainspring was still wound by turn-
ing the winding ratchet wheel, but 
a synchronous clock motor replaced 
the minute impulse winding coils. 
The one rotation-per-minute motor 
turned an eccentric wheel that lifted 
the winding pawl one tooth each 
minute, and with tension from a re-
turn spring the mainspring was con-
tinually kept fully wound. 

Many original minute impulse 
spring-driven movements were con-
verted to motor wind. This winding 
method was used on IBM’s last for-
ray into pendulum-regulated master 
clocks. It was the Type 37 Radio-
supervised master time controller 
(Figure 26A). To ensure absolute ac-
curacy, these master clocks were au-
tomatically synchronized with radio 
signals broadcast by the National 
Bureau of Standards. A radio receiver 

Figure 24A, left. Ca. 1932 Model 17 7 International master clock. By the 1930s 
the master clock cases are much plainer. Figure 24B. While the clock system is still 
24 volts DC, many IBM master clocks now have the transformer and rectifi er in the 
case. 

Figure 25A, left. 
Model 15 school 
master clock with 
a programmable 
disk for timing 
the ringing of the 
bells. 

Figure 25B. A 
72-beat master 

clock movement 
with transformer, 

rectifi er, and 
relays in the case.
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was contained within the master clock case, and an ex-
ternally mounted antenna received the hourly time sig-
nal broadcast from WWV or WWVH (Figure 26B). The 
clock accuracy was within one second as long as at least 
one signal per day was received.

Pendulums
Until the correction feature was added to the master 

clock, the accuracy of the 60-beat master clock was re-
lated to the quality of the movement and the type of pen-
dulum. All IBM movements were made to the same high 
standards, so the main variable would be the quality of 
the pendulum ordered with the time system. Wood rod 
brass bob pendulums were the least expensive and were 
rated to 30 seconds per month. The mercurial compen-
sating pendulums were the most accurate and rated to 10 
seconds per month and the Invar pendulum to 15 sec-
onds per month. 

Figure 27A is a compilation of the various pendulums 
and accompanying beat scales (oldest on the left) that 
would be seen in ITR and IBM 60-beat master clocks. The 

bobs (top left to right) go from polished brass to satin 
brass to shiny nickeled and the beat scales from ITR to In-
ternational Business Machines to IBM. The bottom left is 
a two-glass vialed mercurial pendulum with an Interna-
tional beat scale, next a sealed mercurial pendulum and 
late International beat scale, and fi nally an Invar pendu-
lum with an understated IBM beat scale.

The 72-, 80-, and earliest 120-beat clocks all came with 
wood rod bob pendulums. A 72-beat invar rod, metal 
cylinder pendulum was used on industrial and program 
clocks (Figure 27B).

 The back of the International and IBM 60-beat pendu-
lum bob has a distinctive channel for the pendulum stick 
and includes a slot for the rating nut (Figure 27C).  

AC Motors Lead to Clocks with No Pendulums
As alternating current became more reliable, there was 

less reason for the safeguard of having a spring-driven 
pendulum-regulated clock controlling a synchronized 
time system. By the late 1940s IBM unveiled a new master 
clock movement that used a marine escapement rather 

Figure 26A, left. Type 37, 1956, Radio-supervised master time controller automatically synchronized by hourly 
radio signal broadcast from WWV or WWVH.  
Figure 26B. Type 37 master clock movement with synchronous motor to wind the mainspring. Radio receiver 
for synchronization mounted within the case.
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than a pendulum. It was spring driven and wound by a 
synchronous clock motor. The movement was IBM Type 
090 master time control movement, and it had the same 
capacity for controlling auxiliaries as its previous master 
clocks. This movement eliminated the need for a large 
master clock case because there was no pendulum. Figure 
28A is a size comparison of a pendulum-regulated master 
clock and the new synchronous motor wound marine es-
capement master clock. 

An IBM master time and program control clock Model 
91-4 from December 1948 with the case removed (Fig-
ure 28B) reveals a marine escapement movement with 
self-regulating contacts, the power supply, six-circuit pro-
gram signal control, relays, switches, and fuses—all this 
in a 21" x 15" x 5" case. The IBM 91-4 does everything the 
big master clocks do but not with much style. 

IBM offered master clock systems powered by synchro-
nous motors with a balance wheel escapement as a backup 
by the mid-1950s. Some master time and control clocks 
were designed to operate secondary clocks with AC mo-
tors, and now some secondary clocks could have sweep 
seconds hands. That is another era in synchronized clock 

systems and is beyond the scope of this article. It is hoped 
another collector will fi nish the story of IBM’s involve-
ment in the history of synchronized time for sale. 

Secondary Clock Dials and 
Three-Wire Movements

 A Model 35 IBM art deco-style master clock is pictured 
with four secondary clocks in Figure 29A. Each second-
ary clock has a different name imprinted on the dial and 
represents the various types of dial lettering used during 
the production of these clocks. The top three clocks have 
dials with three different eras of IBM company names. 
The earliest secondary clocks made by ITR have dials that 
read “International Time Recording Co. of New York, 
Endicott, NY” (top). After 1924, when Computing-Tabu-
lating-Recording Co. became International Business Ma-
chines Corp., dials were imprinted International (second 
from top). After World War II the dials read IBM (third 
from top). After the sale of the Time Equipment Division 
of IBM to Simplex Time Recorder Co. in 1958, clocks ap-
peared with Simplex on the dials (bottom).

 In addition to differences in secondary clock dials, 

Figure 27A. Various pendulums and 
beat scales used by IBM during the 
50 years of master clock production.

Figure 27B. 
Pendulums and beat 

scales used in 72-, 80-, 
and 120-beat IBM 

master clocks.

Figure 
27C. Back 

view of IBM 
pendulum 
bob with 

distinctive 
path for 

wood rod 
and rating 

nut.
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self-regulating s econdary clock movements came in four 
different types. The earliest three-wire self-regulating 
secondary clock movements were modifi ed ITR ratchet 
and pawl movements that had the regulating mechanism 
added to the movement (Figure 29B). These movements 
appeared around 1925. Patented in 1931 was the remark-
ably reliable rotor-type secondary clock movement. This 
movement was far superior to any other in the industry 
and was used for many years (Figure 29C). 

International also made a single-coil secondary clock 
movement that had a ratchet and pawl-like action with 
self-regulating contacts (Figure 29D). The single coil move-
ments made in England have serial numbers stamped on 
the front plates, but as of now, the serial numbers do not 
reveal any production information. 

The fi nal IBM secondary clock movement must have 
appeared in the 1950s and seems to operate well, but it 
could have been developed as a cost-saving and possibly 
space-saving measure (Figure 29E). This movement had 
a much simpler construction and was composed of less 
expensive materials.

 Other types of IBM clocks that appear as independent 
timepieces are actually secondary clocks. A wheel-type 
employee recorder and the time stamp have secondary 
clock mechanisms and are part of synchronized time sys-
tems (Figures 30A-30B). The drum-type program mecha-

nisms, whether in master clocks or in separate cases, are 
advanced once each minute by a modifi ed secondary 
clock mechanism that receives the minute impulse from 
a master clock (Figure 30C). 

Serial Numbers and Dates of Shipment
ITR and then IBM time service items all were guaran-

teed for one year, and all items had a unique serial num-
ber (Figure 31). A look at the list of serial numbers reveals 
that from the inception of assigning serial numbers in 
1916 to the end of 1949 the Time Service division of IBM 
shipped 1,000,000 clock-related items. The numbering 
reverted to 10,000 in 1950 and by 1955 an additional 
500,000 items were shipped.

 ITR and IBM master clocks had an identifi cation plate 
installed in the case that specifi ed the model number 
and serial number (Figure 32A). The earliest secondary 
clocks had paper labels that specifi ed whom the clock 
was shipped to, date, style number, order number, and 
serial number (Figure 32B). Later labels added the volt-
age. These also included IBM patent dates and patent 
numbers (Figure 32C). The fi nal paper label had wiring 
diagrams, and the serial numbers were coded with the 
month and year of shipping. This type of label appeared 
in 1941 (Figure 32D).

Figure 28A, left. Size comparison between a pendulum-regulated master clock and synchronous motor master clock. 
Figure 28B. Model 91-4 master time and program control clock from December 1948. Synchronous motor wound spring with 
marine escapement.
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Figure 29A, left. Model 35 IBM art deco-style master clock with four secondary clocks. The 
secondary clocks each have different company lettering, and each has a three-wire self-regulating 
secondary movement.
Figure 29B, top right. The earliest three-wire self-regulating movements appeared in 1925. 
Figure 29C, bottom right. The rotor-type self-regulating movement was patented in 1931 and was far 
superior to any other secondary clock movement. The arrow points to the AB switch.

Figure 29D, left. Single-coil secondary clock movement. Movements made in England have serial 
numbers on front plate. Single-coil three-wire correction. 
Figure 29E. The fi nal three-wire self-regulating movement appeared in the 1950s and probably was 
designed as a cost-saving measure.
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Secondary Clock Cases Change
The majority of the serial-numbered items sold by IBM 

were secondary clocks. The beautiful wood case clocks 
gave way to less expensive metal case clocks. The latter 
were mounted on the wall and the movement fi t with-
in the case. Finally, the wall-mounted clocks were sup-
planted by smaller metal case clocks that fi t fl ush against 
the wall, and the mechanism and cover fi t into specially 
designed electrical boxes. Figure 33 shows the fronts and 
the backs of typical IBM wall-mounted and fl ush-mount-
ed secondary clocks.

IBM Enters Late, Excels, and Exits Early
When International Time Recording Co. was formed 

in 1900, it included the manufacturing facilities of sev-
eral successful clock companies with an experienced 
workforce. The design and manufacturing of the master 
clocks, secondary clocks, and other auxiliaries were done 
in its Endicott, NY, plant. 

ITR had experience in manufacturing robust, reliable, 
spring-driven movements so building clock hardware was 
not a problem. ITR designed and manufactured a mas-
ter clock movement with heavy, elegantly shaped, rolled 
brass plates. The wheels and pinions were thicker and 
more fi nely fi nished than most competitors (the one ex-
ception was the very fi ne self-winding movements made 
by E. Howard Clock Co.). The clock components were 
drilled and polished rather than stamped. The movement 
manufacturing was the easiest part of entering the revo-
lutionary and burgeoning world of electrically wound 
self-winding clock systems. Electrical components also 
had to be designed and manufactured. When ITR entered 
the electromechanical clock market around 1909, several 
other companies were offering electrically synchronized 
clock systems. The two leading companies were Standard 
Electric Time Co. and Self Winding Clock Co. They each 
had 20 years of experience building the necessary elec-
trical components to make reliable self-winding master 
clocks and secondary clocks.

By the late 1890s SET and SWCC had perfected their 
respective master clock movements, and each made only 
minor modifi cations to their master clock movements 
over the next 60-plus years. SET and SWCC relied on dif-
ferent methods to keep the mainspring fully wound and 
to impulse the secondary clocks. 

Figure 30A. Wheel-type employee recorder that 
is a secondary clock. 

Figure 30B. Time stamp secondary clock.

Figure 30C. Bell 
program disk 
mechanism is 
advanced each 
minute like a 
secondary clock.
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Figures 31A and 31B. List of International Time Recording Co. and IBM serial numbers with date of shipment from 1916 to 
1961. A total of about 1.5 million clock-related items were shipped.

Figure 32A. Master clocks had an identifi cation plate with model and serial numbers. 
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The SET self-winding movement 
has contacts that close each min-
ute. The minute impulse method to 
wind the master clock mainspring 
and advance the secondary clocks 
was eventually used by most major 
US companies. 

SWCC was the exception. Its 
movement rewinds once each hour 
when a winding contact on the cen-
ter shaft is closed, activating a vibrat-
ing armature. The up-and-down mo-
tion of the armature turns a ratchet 
wheel and winds the mainspring. 
The SWCC secondary clocks (termed 
subsidiary clocks by SWCC), which 
were conventional pendulum-oper-
ated clocks, were synchronized once 
each hour. (In 1909 SWCC received 
a patent for a 30-second impulse sec-
ondary clock movement, so it could 
also market an impulse system.)  ITR 
chose the minute impulse wind and 
advance design for its master clock 
system. 

Help and direction in the design 
of the electrical components of the 
new ITR master clock movement 
came when an experienced SET em-
ployee, Herbert Hammond, was con-
vinced to join ITR. At that time SET 
was the country’s leading supplier 
of master clock and secondary clock 
systems and had a proven master 
clock and secondary clock design. 
The fi rst ITR movements, which were 
essentially copies of SET movements, 
appeared in 1909 in ITR’s fi rst offer-
ing of a synchronized electric clock 
system. Quickly ITR, and fi nally as 
IBM, made signifi cant refi nements 
to the movement and the electrical 
components. By 1925 IBM had de-
signed a revolutionary new second-
ary movement with the industry’s 
fi rst self-regulating system. The mas-
ter clock would now automatically 
correct any secondary clocks that, 
as a result of electrical interrup-
tions, did not agree with the master 
clock time. IBM could now offer the 
straight impulse system (two wires) 
and the hourly self-regulated master 
clock system (three wires).

Several US companies were in 
the time service business with their 

Figure 32C. Later paper labels added the voltage and IBM patent information. 

Figure 32D. The fi nal paper label had wiring diagrams, and the serial numbers 
were coded with the month and year of shipping.

Figure 32B. Secondary clocks had a paper identifi cation label. The earliest labels 
included whom the item was shipped to, date, style, and serial number.
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Figure 33. By the mid-1930s most secondary clocks were metal and wall 
mounted (top). By the 1950s secondary clocks were metal and fl ush mounted.

own self-winding master clock and impulse second-
ary clock systems. Some preceded IBM, such as Time 
Telegraph Co., SET, Blodgett Co., Fred Frick Co., and 
E. Howard Clock Co. Some appeared around the same 
time, such as SWCC (with an impulse secondary clock), 
Stromberg Electric Co., Landis Manufacturing Co., O. B. 
McClintock, Monarch Telephone Co., Joseph Mayer Co., 
and after, Pacifi c Electric Clock Co., Seth Thomas Clock 
Co., Cincinnati Time Recorder Co., and fi nally Holtzer-
Cabot Co. IBM, SET, and Cincinnati each had self-wind-
ing, weight-driven master clock movements, and these 
movements were fi tted with the same minute impulse 
contacts as its impulse wind master clock movements. 
Of the competing synchronizing time system com-
panies, only SET, Landis-Cincinnati, Stromberg, and 
Holtzer-Cabot developed automatic correction systems. 
The IBM correction system was the fi rst and the fi nest.

As early as the 1930s IBM recognized that the tabu-
lating part of the original Computing-Tabulating-Re-
cording Co. was its future. The Time Equipment Di-
vision, as ITR was called, was IBM’s major source of 
revenue up to the 1930s, but by 1958 that division was 
generating less than 3 percent of company revenue. 
IBM and its predecessor companies had made clocks 
and other time-recording products for 70 years, but 
IBM sold the Time Equipment Division in 1958 to Sim-
plex Time Recorder Co. This marked the end of a most 
interesting relationship between the legendary IBM 
and clock manufacturing. 

With IBM’s quest for developing the best products 

and providing the best service, its synchronized time 
systems certainly met those goals. IBM entered the 
clock world before electricity was readily available. It 
was instrumental in modifying clock mechanisms to 
benefi t from electrical power and found ways to re-
solve irregularities in system clocks that occurred as 
the result of the idiosyncrasies of electric power. This 
technology was absolutely of the highest caliber for the 
time. However, further technology would ultimately 
make these clock systems almost obsolete. IBM seems to 
have known more than 50 years ago that clock systems 
would dramatically change. Maybe the company had 
an idea that twenty-fi rst-century clock systems could 
consist of battery-powered quartz clocks synchronized 
by an atomic clock signal. The sale of the Time Equip-
ment Division was defi nitely prophetic.

About IBM
As a clock collector, I take great pride in the realiza-

tion that the very fi ne employee time-recording clocks 
and electrically synchronized clock systems made by ITR 
helped establish the world famous and highly respected 
International Business Machine Corp. of today. One hun-
dred years ago the company was a pioneer in developing 
electric time systems into a highly innovative new indus-
try. While electricity made it possible for a master clock 
to operate secondary clocks, interruptions in the electri-
cal service resulted in those same clocks falling behind 
the master clock.

By the time ITR’s name became IBM, it had developed 
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a solution. It devised a way for the master clock to au-
tomatically generate extra impulses to synchronize any 
incorrect clock. Industrial clocks manufactured by IBM 
are without equal and the correction system it invented 
remains the fi nest.

Today IBM, a multinational technology and consult-
ing corporation, is a national treasure. In 2012 Fortune 
magazine ranked IBM as the second-largest employer in 
the country with 435,000 employees, 100,000 of them 
working in the United States. For 20 consecutive years 
IBM has been awarded more US patents than any com-
pany in the world. In 2012 IBM invested $6 billion in 
research. For IBM, innovation has always been at the 
forefront. Among other things, IBM invented the fl oppy 
disk, the hard disk drive, the magnetic stripe card, the au-
tomatic teller machine, the universal product code, and 
Watson artifi cial intelligence. A friend of our planet, IBM 
was ranked as the No. 1 green company in the country by 
Newsweek magazine.

Can Master Clocks and Secondary Clocks from 
Different Companies Be Operated Together?

The answer is yes as long as the voltages are the same, 
the number of impulses per minute is the same, and the 
polarity is not reversed with each impulse. American-
made systems are usually single polarity, 24 volts DC, and 
the secondary clocks are impulsed one time per minute. 

Any number of secondary clocks from any maker can be 
connected to a 24 volt system as long as power is ade-
quate.

It is important to know the required voltage of a sec-
ondary clock. Care must be taken when adding very early 
secondary clocks to a 24 volt system as they may be from 
a series system and only require two or three volts. The 
series systems were usually 24 volts but had eight to 12 
clocks connected in series just like old Christmas tree 
lights. In a series system, just like the lights, when one 
goes out they all go out. Many early Standard Electric 
Time Co. secondary clocks are series clocks. To include 
an SET series secondary clock safely in a 24 volt system, 
a 100 ohm resistor needs to be connected in series to the 
SET secondary clock movement.

I know it is possible to mix and match manufactur-
ers; I have done just that for many years. I recently came 
across a picture that reveals it also can be done in massive 
clock system installations. The photograph in Figure 34 
is from Ford Motor Co. and shows the Rouge facility mas-
ter clock that controls its extensive 700-clock system. The 
master clock is a pre-1920 SET master clock that, as the 
news release states, “sends out minute electric impulses 
to all wall and time recording clocks.” A close look at the 
photograph also reveals that each of the individual pilot 
clocks along the left side is an ITR clock, indicating that 
the entire system was updated by ITR at some time before 
the photograph was taken in 1945. So here an SET master 
clock is running ITR clocks. Clearly, a mix of company 
components works. 

Don’t Let Master Clocks Intimidate 
Master clock movements can look intimidating, but re-

member they are simply a spring-driven, single-train move-
ment with an electric winder. Most of the scary wiring is 
related to auxiliaries, and usually the movement needs just 
two wires to keep the mainspring wound (Figures 35-36). 
Secondary clocks are even simpler. A secondary clock is 
only a partial clock that needs an electric charge to move 
the hands. These electromechanical clocks are robust in-
dustrial-strength clocks. You almost can’t hurt them and 
they will not hurt you. 

If you are interested in these clocks, there is help avail-
able. The best source is the NAWCC message board. Look 
under Horological Education, next to the category Clocks 
and fi nally select Electric Horology. NAWCC Chapter 78 
and Chapter 133 have a main interest in electric horology 
and can be reached through their Chapter secretaries.
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